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Abstracto In a previous paper [1] we offered a
definition of the Kolmogorov entropy for quantum
systems. Here we present an analysis of that de-
finition in terms of the quantum theory of measure
ment to show that it is 00 restrictive in the sen
se that it is limited to ompatible measu ements.
e extend that definition to obtain a quantum de-
finition of the Kolmogorov entropy which includes
incompatible measurements.
Resumen. En un trabajo anterior [1} ofrecimos
una definicion de 1a entropla de Ko1mogorov para
los sistemas cuanticoso Aqui presentamos un ana-
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lis is de esa de inicion en terminos de la teoria
cu&ntica de medidas para mostrar que .es demasia-
do restringida, en el sentido de que esta lim·ta~
da a medidas compatibles, y extendemos esa defini
cion para obtener una definicion cuantica de la
entropla de Kolmog~rov que incluya medidas incom
patibles.
§ 10 ! ntroduct ilono A definition for quantum
systems of the Kolmogorov entropy was first consi
dered in [1] There are two basic reasons for
considering the definition given there as unsatis
factory:
1, We developed the defin·tion indirectly from
a representation ~ (A) of the algebra of observa
P
bles A (~ was the canonical GNS representation
p
associated with the quantum state p)o We did this
in orde~ to be able to use
(1) rep) :;;:(p n ~ n ),P P P C 11" (A)P.
as a substitute for a probability measure (np is
the cyclic vector associated with the represent~
tion n ), and hence to appeal to analogies with
P
the classical case, However, it would be more
useful to have a direct definition that uses only
A and 'p0
2. As we will see, the compatibility condi-
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tions used in the definition of [lJ imply that we
only considered compatible measurements. Since
incompatible measurements do exist in quantum me-
chanics, one should look for a more general de-
finition.
In this paper we generalize our previous defi-
nition of the Kolmogorov entropy for quantum sys-
tems so that it includes incompatible measurements,
In the process we give a more direct definition in
terms of the quantum state and the algebra of ob-
servables.
s:As before, we let A.. be the W"-algebra which is
the algebra of observables of the quantum system
[2] and we consider a normal state P on A, [3J. Tt
will denote the continuous *-automorphism that
implements the time development, i.e. the observa
ble that corresponds to A €..,A at time t is LtA
(this was denoted by ext in [1] ) . p is assumed
to be invariant: P{Tt A) :: p{A) for all t and
for all A E:. A.
To directly associate the entropy with A, P
and Tt, we need to define partitions with respect
to Ao We say that ex:: {P1, ... ,Pn} is a pa~t~t~on
if \ P. :: I, P. P. :::<S •• P. , and P. C A for each
L 1 1 J 1J 1 1
i. To make the connection with [1] we note that
if P is a projection in A then TIp{P) is a pro-
jection in TI (A), so that if ex is a partition in
p
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this new sense, then ~p(a) will be a partition
in the old sense ~6
a , i.e. p(p) ¢ o.
we can insure that ~ (P)Q ¢P P
To insure this, we will assume
from now on that p is faithful.
,,;,
§ 2. Quantum theory of measurement. An in the
'"cLa ssic a1 cas e, a par tit ion a is a mea sur em enton
the quantum system. Von Neumann [4] has shown
that the effect of applying a is to change p to
p = L A. p. , where A; = p(P;) > a and p.(A)a ~ ~ ...... ~
-1= A. p(P. A P.) for each Af:.,A. Thus, the effect~ ~ ~
of the measurement a is to turn p into a mixture p .a
We want to consider only those a for which
Pa = p, the reasons being that we want to repeat
the measurement a over and over again in order to
define the Kolmogorov entropy. If each time we do
that.the state changes, then we would get a measure
ment of a more general randomness and not a measu~
ment of the inherent randomness in the time deve-
lopm-ent itselfo Since the classical entropy only
measure the randomness present in the time develo£
ment, we would like to insure that p = p.a
We would also like the measurement of A and
P. (A self-adjoint in A) to be independent of~
which one we do first, A or P. Obvious y this
J.
[Po, A] t: a for~
However, all what is really needed
is not true in general, since
many A c A.
is that p([P., A]) = 0,
1
since this means that as
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far as the stat.9stics are concerned the order of
measuring A and F 0 is unimportant because the~
expectations of Po A and A Po are the sameoa ~
It is fortunate that these last two concepts
are related:
2010 Proposltiono Le~ PP a, It be a~ above and
de6i.ne A ::: {AE:A:p( [A3BJ) ::: 0 for all BE:: Alep
Then ~he 6ollow~ng eond~tion~ a~e equivalent:
a. Pa ::: o ,]
b 0 a c.A.p 0
]
C a Tt acA 6o~ all
..
.. 0p
P roo f c (a =* b) Let Fo~a~ then:
1·--
p(Fo A) ~ L p(P. P • A P. ) := p (P • A P. )1 j ] 1 ] :1 1
p(A P c ) ::: L p(Po A P. Po) ::; p(Po A Po)1. j ] 1 ] :1 :1




(c =>b) Take t = 0
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(b ~a) We have:
p (P. A Po) = P (P 0 ( [A ,P .] + P. A))1 1 1 1 1
= p(P. [A, P.]) + p(P. A)11·· 1




= L A.po (P. A P.) = L p(Po A P.)
i 111 1 i 1 1
= p« L P.)A) = p(A)
i 1
QED.
We say that a is an admi~ible pa~tit~on if
it satisfies one of the above conditions. We note
that not all the partitions considered in [1J are
admissiblee We paid for that generality by having
to r~strictthe Kolmogorov entropy with a compati-
bility conditione It turns out that the restric-
tion to admissible partitions will allow us to
consider incompatible measurements. From now on
we only consider admissible partitions.
Wen 0te that (b) in I ast Pro p0 sit ion co u1d equa 11y
be written all~Ap where a" is the second commu
'Ietator of a (the W -algebra generated by a). This
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suggests an extension:
of A is admi.6.6i.ble if
~.~
we say a W -subalgebra £
rI3cA •p
§ 3. Definition of the Kolmogorov entropy. Our
definition of the Kolmogorov entropy heal of a is
exactly the same as before:
heal = - l r('rr(P.» log2r(lT (P.»
i P 1. P 1.(2 )
= - l p (P .) log2 P (P .)
i 1, 1.
The definition of h(aIS) given a = {P.}, S = {Q.}
1 1.
not necessarily compatible, will be the basis of
our further development. Consider first the origi
nal definition for compatible partitions in [1]
h(aIS) = l r(lT (Q.» I I(r(n (p.)!np(Q.» )
j P J i P 1. J
[- p(P.Q.) p(P.Q.) 1LP(Q.) L 1. 1 log 1 1. J= • J i p(Qj)] P (Qj )
[- p(Q.P,Q.) p(Q.P.Q.) ]4P(Qj) I ] 1. J log J 1. ]=
] i p (Q . ) P (Q j )
]
= l P(QJ') l rep. (P.) )
j i J 1.
Thus our definition of h(aIS) for any (not nece




By mimicking parts of the proof of Theorem 2.2 in
[1], one sees that h(exIS) still has the proper-
ties that we desire of it.
If we can define the complete Kolmogorov en-
tropy in terms of h(exIS) (without introducing
exv 13 ), we will have suceeded in generalizing
our previous definition. The clue is in Theorem
3.2 of [1J To use it, we will need to extend
(3) slightly to include admissible subalgebras.
If £ is admissible, we define the eond~t~onal
ent~opy h(exl~) by
h (exI~·) = in f h (ex113 )
Sc~
Let T = T1 and
( 5 ) "k = -n,-n+1, ... ,-1}
Then we define h Co , T) by




(7) h(T) = sup h(a, T) ,
the supremum being taken over all partitions
with heal < 00 As in [lJ, our basic task is to
see that (6) is well~defined<
3.'. Theorem. The limit in (6) exi~t~.
ProoL By 201 aeA imp ies}\. (a)cA, so
n p
An(a) is admissible for each ne Since An_l(a)
CAn ( ex), we ha e h (a I An _1(a» >". h (c ]An (a ) L
Thus h(alA (a» is a non-increasing sequence ofn
positive numbers. QED.
§ 4. Conclusions. We have seen how our new de
finition of the Kolmogorov en ropy generalizes the
old. The ad antage of the new definition is that
it admits incompatible partitions and refers only
to A. , P and T.
Our old questions are still present. What con
ditions can we put on .A. to guarantee that h(T)<oo ?
This is still an unsolved problem. We may note,
however, that if anything, we have made it worse,
because the new definition of the Kolmogorov entr~
py given here gives,in general,a larger value for
h(T) than the old.
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